WHAT COURSE PARTICIPANTS HAVE SAID:

I feel like I have a new pair of glasses- a new focus! I was very pleased with context process, and
your ability to address our needs.
This course has been extremely helpful in many aspects of my practice- both in planning for
more effective treatment and for relating with my families and co-workers.
A different way to look at and prioritize theory Rx and goals- very important for all therapists to
attend!
This was a very practical and informative course. From a recent graduate’s perspective, this
course helped to pull together and fill in some of the gaps in information left after courses/
clinical in pediatrics. It helped as well to build problem-solving skills in encouraging family
centered intervention.
It will change the way you work with families forever!
This course is jam-packed with useful information. You will learn about muscles and key muscle
development that needs to happen early in a child’s development. You will improve your
observation skill of the child’s development and how to improve family goals.
This course is great and full of useful information. It does a great job of bringing you back to the
course of development and the basics that you need to do what you want.
Good overview of pediatric movement analysis with family focus as it relates to function.
This is a great course! It will sharpen your observation skills and renew your understanding of
development. It will cause you to re-think the way you do therapy and interact with families.
Family friendly therapy approach.
PARENTS as teachers and guides with support. Very family oriented- go with families needs
desires and observations.
A course that focuses stressing the importance of listening to what families say they want for
their child and beginning there; emphasis specific strategies that can be incorporated into daily
activities to help child achieve developmental goals and why these strategies work.
It was a wealth of information.
A very effective look at both movement and the importance of working as a team with parents to
best facilitate development in kids with special needs. I would highly recommend it for the
expertise of the instructor, organization, pace etc.
Wonderful, hands-on, family focused approach- good exposure to current literature and nice
problem based learning.
GREAT! Do it as early in your peds. Career as possible.
Lots of good issues and ideas. Hard to keep information organized mentally at times, but book
will be very helpful to refer to for clarity and organization.

Very practical- Nice balance between theory and practice.
You have to go to this course and meet Vickie: she is really wonderful and opens a mountain of
doors with new ideas behind each one.
Interactive, positive, thought provoking.
If you’re ready to let go of being a facilitator and become an observer and support to families in
the spirit of family centered teaching- this is it!
Family centered course and practical ideas.
It makes sense and you’ll find you can better serve families.
This is a great course- a must have experience for anyone who wants to increase their
effectiveness with families and children.
Your teaching has changed my interaction with families since I took level one.
This was a wonderful integration of clinical problem solving and examination of the literature
that supports this form of professional family collaboration.
Family centered- what it really means- and how to use these principals in different descriptions.

